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Chapter 971: Promoting to an Earth Knight (II) 

 

The colorful mist in the Castle of Black Iron was blurred, changeable and irresistible. No matter how the 

virtual image of king roc tore it furiously and attempted to break the heavens; it was always limited in 

the space of Castle of Black Iron. 

After an hour, with furious and unwilling blares, the virtual image of king roc flew back to the top of the 

immortal mountain. Closely after that, it turned into a light rain over the sky and finally entered into 

Zhang Tie’s body. 

Zhang Tie then opened his eyes and stood up. 

’Is that the feeling when one promotes to an earth knight?’ 

Zhang Tie felt each cell in his body was releasing a surging strength while being tranquil inside. 

At this moment, if the black iron chakra was regarded as a steam engine for an automobile, the earth 

chakra could be taken as a large set of the steam turbine, which could drive a train or a steamer. 

After promoting to an earth knight, one could experience a subversive change. That implied the power 

of earth knights. 

Although Zhang Tie was closing his eyes just now, he had sensed the abnormal phenomenon of the 

virtual image of king roc in the space of Castle of Black Iron. 

If not in Castle of Black Iron, the moment the virtual image of king roc flew out of the pyramid and 

traversed in the earth-element realm at a super high speed, or on the earth surface, it would be the 

target of both humans and demons. 

At the sight of such a unique virtual image of golden king roc, perhaps many people could guess that 

someone was cultivating the "King Roc Sutra". This would arouse a tempestuous storm and bring him a 

lot of unpredictable troubles and dangers. If some powerhouses saw the virtual image returning to the 

pyramid in the magma sea, Zhang Tie’s identity might be exposed. 

This was why Heller suggested Zhang Tie to promote to an earth knight in Castle of Black Iron. He had to 

limit the abnormal phenomenon which might expose his cultivation method to the minimal space. 

Zhang Tie retrospected and found the two chakras were slowly rotating, a silver one inside, a golden one 

outside. The new earth chakra was like a brilliant astrolabe while all the vertical and complex 

geometrical patterns on it had been activated and integrated with each other. When it was rotating, it 

was constantly providing a great strength. In the periphery of the earth chakra, a larger, empty shadow 

of water chakra had presented. 

The water chakra required more water elements, which were at least 60% more than that of the total 

amount of earth elements required by the earth chakra. 

Zhang Tie revealed a bitter smile. 



The number of earth elements required by the earth chakra of king roc sutra was already astronomical. 

The water chakra’s requirement was more terrifying. This meant that Zhang Tie’s road towards a 

shadow knight would be tougher and more time-consuming. 

Whatever, he had already become an earth knight; no matter how difficult it was in the future, he had 

to face it step by step. It was already out of his imagination that he could promote to an earth knight 

from a black iron knight in less than 10 years due to good luck. Zhang Tie was very satisfied with that. 

The top of the immortal mountain was covered with thick snow. Standing there, Zhang Tie had complex 

moods. He watched the land and the palace tree in the distance while the Heavenly Waterfall of snow 

water fell off Zhang Tie’s foot, creating a beautiful scenery which was a mixture of misty clouds and 

water. 

Standing at the top of the main peak of the immortal mountain after promoting to an earth knight, 

Zhang Tie looked at the surroundings and felt pretty vacant. Enjoying this world created by himself, 

Zhang Tie had a special feeling and gnosis. 

Why the top of main peaks of all the tall mountains in the world were always accompanied by snow all 

the year round? 

The mountain was rigid and firm and was taken as yang; the snow was soft and easily melted and was 

taken as yin. When the yang was below, it tended to move upwards; when the yin was above, it tended 

to move downwards. The universal rules of yin and yang existed everywhere. 

If one thing was extremely rigid, it would be easily broken; therefore, all the high peaks in the world 

were covered with snow and gentlemen should have the good moral integrity to embrace everything in 

their hearts. 

As yin could not be preserved, even though the north polar of Ice and Snow Wilderness was abundant in 

snow all the year round, there was no mountain being covered with snow all the year round. The yin 

would finally recover to tranquility. Therefore, gentlemen should exert themselves constantly. 

The higher the mountain was, the more destructive it would be. However, the higher it was, the thicker 

and softer the snow would be and the more tolerable it would be. Snow on the top of the high peaks 

would not collapse easily; instead, it would melt itself, turning into water and flowing downwards, which 

would lubricate all living beings tenderly. Therefore, the higher position or level one was in, the more 

powerful one would be and more soft-hearted one would be, this should be the gnosis about yin and 

yang in the world as an earth knight. 

After promoting to an earth knight, Zhang Tie’s overall strength reached a new high. With the gnosis 

about yin and yang in the world on the snow-capped top of the main peak of Immortal Mountain, Zhang 

Tie’s cultivation base in both soul and intelligence advanced to a new level. 

The powerful strength matched such a powerful soul and intelligence in a harmonious way. 

When Zhang Tie woke up from his gnosis on the top of the mountain peak, the day had broken in Castle 

of Black Iron. 

Zhang Tie revealed a smile. Instead of activating his Kuafu bloodline, he just fumbled and went down the 

main peak of the immortal mountain and returned to the palace tree. 



"Congratulations, Castle Lord. You’re an earth knight now!" Heller hailed Zhang Tie together with 

Edward, Aziz and Agan. 

"Hohoho, it’s sheer good luck. I’m afraid that I will not have such a good luck in the future!" Zhang Tie 

replied in a pleasant voice with a smile; however, he was not flamboyant; instead, he maintained a 

modest, indifferent and calm look. 

Zhang Tie stood overnight on the top of the main peak of the immortal mountain last night. Heller knew 

everything in Castle of Black Iron except for Zhang Tie’s spiritual gnosis. Heller felt that Castle Lord had 

changed a bit. After promoting to an earth knight, Castle Lord didn’t become presumptuous; instead, he 

became calmer and more steady. 

"It seems that we should not only congratulate Castle Lord for promoting to an earth knight but also for 

gaining a higher gnosis about the strength and existence of an earth knight. Your soul and intelligence 

have reached a new high! I’m really happy for you..." Heller replied with a solemn look as he bowed 

towards Zhang Tie once again. 

"Hoho..." Zhang Tie revealed a smile, "I’m overpraised. I just have some gnosis about my surroundings 

and faintly adjusted my mentality. It’s not that exaggerating." 

"This is the process that Hua people pursue for the universal law. The universal law is right beside you. 

However, only when you have intelligent eyes and pure souls could you have an insight into it and have 

a bright future!" 

After hearing Heller’s praise, Zhang Tie felt a bit embarrassed. Touching his head, Zhang Tie revealed a 

smile. He then realized that he was not bald-headed anymore. As he had been used to be Cui Li, he 

couldn’t forget about some habits easily. 

"Well, bring me the demon knight!" Zhang Tie told Edward. 

’It’s time to kill that poor guy or make use of the waste for the last time.’ 

After receiving Zhang Tie’s order, Edward, Aziz and Agan hurriedly went to fetch the crippled demon 

baron jubilantly. 

"Castle Lord, do you prepare to leave the pyramid?" 

"Almost like that. After dealing with that demon, I will spend some days in absorbing some fiery-flame 

lotus roots so that I could bear high temperature. Then, I will leave the pyramid. It’s boring to stay inside 

it!" 

"Castle Lord, when you leave, don’t forget to take away the most important and the most valuable item 

in the pyramid." 

"Ahh, which item?" Zhang Tie became a bit startled as he didn’t understand whether there was 

something left in the entire pyramid. Although those battle puppets were not bad, they were integrated 

with this pyramid. This pyramid provided energy to those battle puppets constantly. Zhang Tie had tried 

it. When a battle puppet was teleported into his space-teleportation item and Castle of Black Iron, it 

would lose its response to the pyramid. In the space-teleportation item and Castle of Black Iron, the 

battle puppet couldn’t move at all; it was nothing but an iron statue. Unless Zhang Tie could build a far-



ancient hieron in Caste of Black Iron or the space-teleportation item, those battle became useless even 

if he took them away... 

"The joss being connected to the bloody sacrifice furnace in the hall!" Heller replied with a smile. 

"That...can be taken away?" Zhang Tie asked while his eyes almost popped out. 

"That joss is not connected to the hieron. Castle Lord, you would have known it if you studied it 

carefully. Additionally, that joss is not exaggerating in height and weight at all. Although others could 

not take it away, Castle Lord could take it away for sure. Additionally, you could put it in your Xuanwu 

Secret Warehouse of Bloody Soul Temple and use it whenever you want in case of exposing Castle of 

Black Iron. If Castle Lord would like to establish a sect in the future, you could put it in the shrine as the 

No. 1 treasure of your sect!" 

After Heller’s suggestion, Zhang Tie became thrilled all over. ’If I could really take away that super large 

machine, anyone who wants bloody sacrifice has to earnestly beg me for that. By then, I could even ask 

for payment from them. It’s completely a big, profitable business in Taixia Country. Who else in Taixia 

could have a bloody sacrifice furnace...’ 

Chapter 972: Taking Full Advange of the Demon Baron 

 

Edward, Aziz and Agan soon brought the demon baron to Zhang Tie’s front. 

Like usual, the demon baron was still limited in the exoskeleton semi-automatic prisoning cabin. 

Although with a depressed and hopeless look, the demon baron looked a bit fat these couple months 

through the careful nursing of Agan, Aziz and Edward; however, its qi was not as perilous and aggressive 

as that before. 

At this moment, the demon baron was completely like a lion whose teeth had been pulled away and 

claws had been broken. What was more, through consecutive bloody sacrifice rites and absorption of its 

earth chakra, the demon baron had long collapsed spiritually and physically. 

In the myths and legends on Western Continent, those selfish and narrow-minded irritable deities would 

punish the angels who brought light to humans by constantly digging out their guts and having them 

carried off by wild beasts and raptors before healing them, causing them endlessly painful. 

Of course, the demon baron had nothing to do with angels; however, after falling in Zhang Tie’s hands, 

the demon baron’s outcome was nothing different than those angels. 

The metal stopper had been taken away from the demon baron’s mouth; however, the demon baron 

had lost its ability to scream; instead, it drooled and watched Zhang Tie with a glassy-eyed look and 

stammered, "Ear...earth knight..." 

When Zhang Tie promoted to an earth knight, his qi swept across the entire space of Castle of Black Iron. 

Of course, the demon baron who was prisoned in the dungeon of the palace tree had also felt that. 

Even though its earth chakra was destroyed, it was still an earth knight, who could still acutely sense the 

qi of another earth knight. 



"I have to appreciate you. Without you, I would not have promoted to an earth knight so fast!" Zhang 

Tie said in a calm tone as he revealed a smile towards the demon baron. 

"Will...will I die today?" The demon baron asked Zhang Tie. When it mentioned the word "die", its eyes 

suddenly turned bright as if this word made it thrilled. 

Previously, the demon baron might be afraid of death; however, at present, death became a relief for 

the demon baron. If it could commit suicide, the demon baron would have long done that. Sadly, it was 

unable to commit suicide even now. 

"Not bad. You’re going to die today. Because I’ve almost squeezed out all of your value till now!" 

If Zhang Tie could have an earth demon knight as his bully and a mole in Castle of Black Iron, Zhang Tie 

was really unwilling to kill him. However, it was too exaggerated to have a black iron demon knight as 

humans’ mole in the former two holy wars, not to mention an earth demon knight. As nobody could do 

it before, Zhang Tie didn’t think he could do it either. Additionally, neither Heller and the small tree 

could do it; therefore, this earth demon knight had to die. 

"Who...the hell are you? Where am I?" 

The demon baron would not close his eyes even if it was dead without figuring out the two questions. 

"I’m Zhang Tie. You’re in my portable space-teleportation equipment, I call it Castle of Black Iron!" 

Facing a demon knight who was going to die after sacrificing itself to help Zhang Tie promote to an earth 

knight, Zhang Tie replied patiently. 

In this aspect, Hua people always had a nice tradition. Before being chopped off their heads, even 

condemned prisoners could enjoy a good meal in case of being a starved ghost, not to mention demons. 

Zhang Tie’s name was as meaningless as bynames such as Sam. Although it was wanted by the supreme 

court of Taixia Country, the demon baron had not heard about it at all. In its eyes, Zhang Tie was just a 

small figure. The demon baron only paid attention to big firues with deep backgrounds in Taixia Country, 

even black iron knights instead of common knights from Huaiyuan Palace like Zhang Tie. 

Although the demon baron didn’t know anything about this name, it kept murmuring "Castle of Black 

Iron" with flickering eye light. 

"I picked up this space-teleportation item from roadside. It was wrapped in a common pyrite. After 

picking it up, I integrated with it. I could access this space at any time no matter where I am. I don’t 

know where it came from. I think it should be a treasure left by a great person from far-ancient times!" 

Zhang Tie shrugged as he touched the demon baron’s head, "What else do you want to know?" 

"Immortal item...an immortal item in a common pyrite..." The demon baron murmured. Suddenly, its 

eyes were filled with jealousy and madness. After struggling for a short while, it suddenly laughed in a 

weird manner, "Even though you have the immortal item...you cannot change the destiny that humans 

are destined to be exterminated. You humans will finally become our slaves and bloody slaves..." 

It was Zhang Tie’s first time to hear the word "immortal item". Zhang Tie thought that this term should 

be used to describe a treasure which was above silver secret item in far-ancient times by demons. The 

piece of common pyrite which was used to wrap that exotic crystal of Castle of Black Iron should have a 



history of hundreds of millions of years. At that time, nobody knew what the world looked like. Perhaps, 

it was really under the rule of deities. 

The term "immortal item" was really precise. 

"I don’t care whether humans are exterminated or not. I will just bring my beloved ones into Castle of 

Black Iron before the extinction of humans so that they could live in here happily. I will teleport people 

in Castle of Black Iron as many as possible. As for the rest of the humans, it’s out of my ability. However, 

it depends whether humans would be exterminated by demons or not. After the former two holy wars, 

humans are still there. Additionally, Taixia is growing more and more powerful. But you are going to 

die..." 

After saying that, Zhang Tie ran his purgatory samsara method and destroyed the part of water chakra 

of the demon baron... 

As an earth knight, the demon baron had started to form its water chakra so as to promote to a shadow 

knight. In the past two years, Zhang Tie was absorbing the demon baron’s earth chakra. At present, after 

promoting to an earth knight, he could absorb its water chakra. 

The demon baron had not fixed its water chakra. Therefore, its virtual water chakra could not be 

restored after being absorbed according to the rule of bloody sacrifice. 

Even though the virtual water chakra could be restored, Zhang Tie doubted that the number of low-level 

demon fighters which were required to restore the virtual water chakra would grow by geometric 

progression. Even a part of the virtual water chakra would require a terrifying number of low-level 

demon fighters. Nobody could afford it... 

’If I were able to capture dozens of demon corps and sacrificed all of them, I had long been unrivaled in 

the world, what do I form my chakras for?’ 

’Therefore, it was just something of a fluke, I’m afraid that I would not have such a fluke in the future.’ 

After its virtual water chakra was destroyed by Zhang Tie, the demon baron passed out once again due 

to an extreme pain while quivering all over... 

In a few seconds, the water elements in the virtual water chakra of the demon baron had been absorbed 

by Zhang Tie. 

Zhang Tie felt that the water elements in the virtual water chakra of the demon baron could not even 

light 2 scales of his water chakra. 

Previously, the number of earth crystals required by his earth chakra almost made Zhang Tie collapse. 

However, the number of water elements required by his water chakra was much more than that of 

earth crystals required by his earth chakra. It was absolutely an astronomical quantity. If he only relied 

on purgatory samsara method, he should at least absorb 200 earth demon knights like this one. 

200 earth demon knights? If such a number of earth demon knights poured out of the earth-element 

realm like mad dogs, they could bulldoze a provincial court of Taixia Country. ’If earth demon knights 

were so weak, the holy war had long come to an end and it would never be my turn to show off.’ After 



thinking about it, Zhang Tie realized that he would have great troubles on the way towards a shadow 

knight. 

After absorbing the water chakra of the demon baron, Zhang Tie moved the insensible demon baron out 

of the exoskeleton semi-automatic prisoning cabin for the first time. After that, he caught its neck and 

lifted it like lifting a chick and returned to the bloody sacrifice hall on the top of the main peak of the 

Weapons Mountain in a split second. 

Zhang Tie had long been familiar with everything in the hall; therefore, he soon started the bloody 

sacrifice furnace. 

Being different than before, the one stood on the bloody sacrifice altar was not the demon baron 

anymore, but Zhang Tie himself. 

Zhang Tie stood in the glow which radiated from the middle eye of the joss and rapidly chose the 

purpose of this bloody sacrifice——break through the bottlenecks of the secret battle skills of the "Fire 

Dragon Sutra" at the cost of the earth demon knight’s blood and life. 

Even an injured earth knight would bring him enormous benefits as it was a senior life and individual. 

’It would be better if I could break through them. Otherwise, it doesn’t matter, it will take me some time 

to cultivate them.’ Zhang Tie didn’t pose excessive requirements on it. 

"Whether do you confirm to use this bloody sacrifice to help you break through the secret battle skills of 

your "Fire Dragon Sutra" or not?" 

The joss’s awareness occurred in Zhang Tie’s mind. 

"Yes!" 

"Okay, you’ve confirmed to use this bloody sacrifice to break through your cultivation bottlenecks. The 

breakthrough of your cultivation bottlenecks is a matter of probability. The more advanced lives you 

sacrifice, the lower your cultivation bottlenecks will be and the more possible it will be for you to 

succeed..." 

After being thrown into the bloody sacrifice furnace, the demon baron disappeared in the black flame in 

a split second. 

The heavy glow completely covered Zhang Tie... 

Chapter 973: Leaving the Hieron 

 

The abyss hurricane was still raging above the boiling magma sea. It was the January of the 903rd year 

of Black Iron Calendar... 

Since the human teams left the hieron ruins two years ago, this place had become a depopulated zone. 

Besides some people who would come here in a specific period each year, most of the time, nobody 

could be seen here at all. 



An iron-skinned newt drilled out of a dark cave and sought for its food meticulously. After fumbling in 

the dark for almost 1 hour, it finally found its tasty food near the bank of the magma sea based on its 

specific smell. 

The so-called tasty food was some totally dried flesh and watermelons. Beside these food, there was an 

empty wine bottle. Even though, those dried flesh and watermelons could still be eaten by iron-skinned 

newts. 

In the underground world, all the living beings had their own talents. Strong living beings could catch 

sufficient preys by their sharp claws while weak living beings could develop more complex food chains 

and corresponding digestive capabilities. Undoubtedly, iron-skinned newts belonged to the latter ones. 

Although being as hard as rocks, the newt could still swallow those dried flesh. After entering its 

stomach which was full of gastric acid, the dried flesh was gradually digested while providing the iron-

skinned newt with the necessary nutrients and energy. 

When the iron-skinned newt was eating food, it raised up its head and looked around time and then 

with vigilant eyes. The moment it heard something abnormal, it would immediately escape to the 

shadows of rocks and cliff at the fastest speed. 

According to the impression of the iron-skinned newt, this magma sea and the abyss hurricane above it 

was a barrier that no living being could break through; therefore, it only paid attention to the other side. 

Therefore, when a caliga moved out of the magma sea and walked towards the seaside step by step, the 

iron-skinned newt didn’t pay attention to it for the time being. However, when it caught sight of that 

man walking out of the magma sea, the iron-skinned newt was scared so much that it instantly bowed 

its body and sprung up from the ground like a flurried cat. Closely after that, it escaped to the shadow 

between two rocks in a very embarrassed way. 

Perhaps, when this iron-skinned newt escaped away, its small head was still wondering about what kind 

of living being could live in the boiling magma sea. Undoubtedly, such a living being was very 

dangerous... 

Zhang Tie saw the iron-skinned newt escaping away flurriedly. 

It was like a lizard and a giant salamander. Its skin was highly toxic. 

Of course, Zhang Tie ignored such a tiny underground living being. 

When he walked out of the magama sea, Zhang Tie had put the shield into his portable space-

teleportation space. 

Strangely, Zhang Tie found a shield as same as that he gained from the demon general after searching 

over the Weapons Mountain these couple years. The two shields were both silver secret items in the 

same pattern and size. It reminded Zhang Tie that perhaps in the far-ancient times, these so-called silver 

secret items might be popular uniformed equipment that were produced in a large scale just like the 

weapons being equipped in the armies of Taixia Country. 



Because of this discovery, Zhang Tie mocked himself that he had been too meticulous before. If he knew 

that there were so many such shields in the world, he would not worry about being doubted from 

gaining the shield from the demon baron. 

Thieves would always have a guilty conscience. 

Because of this shield, his protective battle qi as an earth knight and so many fiery-flame lotus roots that 

he had taken over the past month, Zhang Tie accomplished one thing that he could never imagine about 

before——swimming to the seaside from the underground space of the boiling magma sea. 

This was how Zhao Yuan did when Zhao Yuan presented his power in front of Zhang Tie for the first 

time. At that moment, Zhang Tie had thought that Zhao Yuan was a celestial being. It was out of his 

imagination that Zhang Tie could also barely make it after so many years. 

This indicated that Zhang Tie had made a great progress. A few years ago, even Zhang Tie himself could 

not imagine that he would swim in the magma sea one day. 

At this moment, Zhang Tie had recovered his look as Cui Li. Being disheveled and bearded, plus his 

tower-like figure, Zhang Tie looked pretty terrifying and malicious. 

When the iron-skinned newt hid in the dark, Zhang Tie came to the place where the iron-skinned newt 

stayed just now and stopped. 

The empty bottle on the ground aroused Zhang Tie’s attention. 

There was some dried food beside the empty bottle. In the gap of the rocks, there was some ash. Zhang 

Tie squatted down and took a look at it carefully. After rubbing the ash by fingers, Zhang Tie revealed a 

weird look. 

The ash should be the residue of joss paper. The joss paper had been covered with gold powders. 

Therefore, the ash was different than that of common joss paper. When in Blackhot City, Zhang Tie 

burned such things with his parents. It seemed that someone had just offered a sacrifice here a few days 

ago. 

’Sacrifice? Here?’ 

’But why? Who will come here to offer a sacrifice?’ 

Zhang Tie felt a bit strange as he shook his head and walked ahead. However, after a few footsteps, he 

caught sight of the large bloody characters on a cliff. It was an elegiac couplet, the characters were as 

handsome and amazing as dragons which were full of grief and indignation. 

——That’s how heroes should behave! That’s how good men should die! 

Above the elegiac couplet, there was a line——Wish you live forever, Brother Cui Li. 

Below the elegiac couplet, there was also a line——Left by Mountain Lifting Hermit with tears. 

Chapter 974: The Lotus-Flower Eyes 

 



How preposterous it was for one to read an elegiac couplet about himself which was left by someone 

else. 

Watching the elegiac couplet and those remains of sacrifice, Zhang Tie knew that he had died in the 

minds of those knights who entered the hieron ruins together with him. It was nothing strange at all. It 

was what he expected the others to think. If the others knew that he was still alive, they would try their 

best to save him. If so, how could he accomplished his promotion to an earth knight and gain so many 

benefits in the pyramid? 

Given the remains of sacrifice, Zhang Tie knew that these sacrifices were offered two months ago. It 

should be the 2nd anniversary of him since he entered the hieron ruins. 

’I wonder who’s that one.’ 

Some faces flashed through Zhang Tie’s mind. Finally, he shook his head and revealed a smile. Closely 

after that, he flew off towards the familiar entrance of the mountain cave. 

It was dark in the underground cave. Zhang Tie ran his spiritual energy while the entire world became 

refreshed as the underground cave immediately turned as bright as daytime. It was benefited from his 

dark vision effect. Zhang Tie’s dark vision capability was too much better than that before. He could not 

only see everything clearly but also have a farther visual range. 

As Zhang Tie had experience in incarnating into a thunder hawk, he clearly knew about the vision of the 

bird with the best visual sense. Honestly, after taking so many fiery-flame lotus seeds, Zhang Tie’s vision 

had been far better than the thunder hawk that he had incarnated into before. 

Under common circumstances, Zhang Tie’s vision was almost like that of a thunder hawk, which was not 

too much greater than that of an average earth knight. However, in particular cases, if Zhang Tie wanted 

to see things clearly in farther places, he only needed to slowly inject his spiritual energy into some 

surging points near his eyes. In that way, his vision could increase sharply and would be many times 

greater than that of thunder hawks; as a result, all the other earth knights even shadow knights could 

not match him. 

Although his vision could not reach 1,000 miles away, it was much greater than a high-power military 

telescope. 

Zhang Tie ran his spiritual energy once again while this bright vision was refreshed for the second time, 

presenting colorful images with different temperatures in a multi-layered manner. 

The gloomy underground cave then became vigorous and colorful. 

Zhang Tie saw the iron-skinned newt crouching behind a rock. Over 50 m away from that iron-skinned 

newt, there was a small dark mouse inside the huge greyrock mushroom’s umbrella. A few meters 

beneath the ground where the roots of the greyrock mushroom reached, there was a nest of red-eyed 

termites. The diligent red-eyed termites were opening a road towards the stem of the greyrock 

mushroom along the roots. 

Over 20 m beneath the nest of red-eyed termites, there was a live groundwater. Between the rocks on 

both sides of the cave, there were black coppers whose color temperature was different than that of 

common limestone. On the earth’s surface, black coppers were valuable; however, in the underground 



cave, the black coppers were sparsely distributed in some hundreds of meters long ore belts. Of course, 

it was not valuable to exploit them. 

When Zhang Tie gazed at that iron-skinned newt, with his increasing spiritual energy, the iron-skinned 

newt gradually turned transparent, present its complete skeleton, guts, jumping walnut-sized heart, 

flowing blood and secretory gastric acid in front of Zhang Tie’s eyes in clearly different color 

temperatures. 

With such a visual effect, Zhang Tie returned along the way where he came from 2 years ago as fast as a 

lightning bolt. 

Zhang Tie didn’t radiate his battle qi luster as an earth knight. He just integrated himself into the dark 

like a drop of water entering the ocean. However, he flew silently at a speed higher than 900 km/h. 

If black iron knights wanted to reach this speed, they had to activate their battle qis and turn as eye-

catching as meteors. However, Zhang Tie, after promoting to an earth knight, could reach this speed 

very easily. 

The valley where tall far-ancient giants’ statues sat on both sides of the cliffs soon flashed by Zhang Tie. 

In flight, Zhang Tie constantly adjusted and sensed his visual ability and felt that it was pretty funny. 

The surging points surrounding his eyes were symmetric. Over the past 2 years, as he further explored 

the special visual abilities of his eyes, Zhang Tie found many interesting things. 

At this moment, 6 of the 12 surging points surrounding Zhang Tie’s eyes were evidently different than 

the others. 

With 3 surging points around the left eye and 3 around the right eye, the 6 flames composed a 

blossoming fiery-flame lotus flower. 

The 2 surging points being close to his nose could provide Zhang Tie with a super strong dark vision 

when Zhang Tie injected his spiritual energy into them; as for the 2 surging points below his eye sockets, 

when being injected with spiritual energy, could provide him a pretty far visual range; as for the 2 

surging points at his eye corners, when being injected with spiritual energy, enabled Zhang Tie to see 

different color temperatures of objects. 

Zhang Tie could inject his spiritual energy into the 6 surging points at the same time or respectively. In 

the first situation, his two eyes could see completely the same scenery; in the second situation, his left 

eye could maintain the normal vision of commoners while his right eye could be granted with a dark 

vision or a super long visual range. 

By freely combining and allocating with the visual effects and abilities of his two eyes, Zhang Tie could 

have different marvelous visual senses through two eyes or combine with them freely and perfectly. 

Zhang Tie had been fed up with everything in the pyramid. After coming to the outside, he felt pretty 

amused by viewing the surroundings with different visual effects. 

Meanwhile, the discovery that different surging points surrounding his eyes could grant him with 

different visual abilities had approved Zhang Tie’s presumption about surging points a few years ago——

If the human body could be treated as the most marvelous machine in the universe, different surging 



points are equal to the switches and buttons of different functions of the human body. Sometimes, 

when your physical condition could allow you to use that switch and button, you could activate different 

functions or adjust the effects of the functions of your body. 

As to the three special surging points around each of his eyes, the first surging point could grant his eye 

with dark vision, the second could grant his eye with a super long visual range like that of a super-power 

telescope while the third could allow his eye to see different color temperatures and colorful lights. 

The fiery-flame lotus seeds had injected a special energy into Zhang Tie’s body so that he could fully 

activate and start the three switches around each of his eyes. 

As to the rest 6 surging points around his eyes, Zhang Tie was not sure whether did they have marvelous 

visual abilities too. ’Perhaps the 6 surging points’ visual abilities have been activated which just 

correspond to his eyes’ senses about normal lights, or they had other marvelous visual abilities, who 

knew? 

Before the Catastrophe, one important reason that demons and those bastards of Three-eye Association 

treated Hua people as their public enemy might be that only Hua people carried forward the precious 

knowledge from far-ancient times. The medicine of Hua people was the gathering of these knowledge. 

For instance, acupuncture and massage for specific body parts could be used to deal with some 

diseases. As for the principle, perhaps those surging points with specific functions and effects could be 

stimulated through acupuncture and massage. 

Before the Catastrophe, Hua medicine was slandered as pseudoscience. Under stresses from all aspects, 

it almost went extinct. However, in this age, it became the common sense of humans that Hua medical 

system carried forward the super civilization of far-ancient times. 

The three surging points around each of his eyes had lotus blossom-shaped flames, which special ability 

originated from fiery-flame lotus; additionally, Zhang Tie saw his pupils being surrounded with lotus 

flower-shaped marvelous beautiful golden images in the mirror of Castle of Black Iron. Therefore, Zhang 

Tie named his visual ability "Lotus-flower eyes". 

... 

After one day’s flight, Zhang Tie smoothly flew out of the mountain cave and came to the extremely vast 

and dark first abyss. 

As the first abyss was covered with abyss vines, it was still enshrouded by a dense black mist. 

Two years ago, Zhang Tie couldn’t see through the black mist even though he had a great dark vision. 

However, two years later, suspending in the void, as the lotus flower-shaped golden images in his eyes 

blossomed one layer after another, the entire first abyss became transparent while each grass or wood 

within hundreds of miles became as clear as palm grains... 

At this moment, Zhang Tie felt especially satisfied as his vision could penetrate through the heavens and 

the ground. 

Over 35 miles away, a woman in black palace longuette flew towards him as fast as light, while a demon 

knight was chasing after her from thousands of meters away... 



Zhang Tie lowered his head and saw their shadows. 

Even though she was far away from him, Bai Suxian’s unique coquettish black palace longuette still 

made Zhang Tie’s eyelids jump——f*ck, what a coincidence! 

Bai Suxian was chased after by a powerful black iron demon knight. Given its flight speed, the demon 

knight could match the demon general, who must have reached the later stage of 9 changes black iron 

realm and was going to promote to an earth knight. 

Bai Suxian was darting towards Zhang Tie with her full efforts. 

Unless Bai Suxian also had lotus-flower eyes, she must have not noticed Zhang Tie in the dense black 

mist. Therefore, the only possibility for her to dart towards Zhang Tie’s location was that she wanted to 

escape from the demon knight’s pursuit based on her familiarity about the terrain in the mountain cave 

where she had been to when she explored the hieron’s ruins. 

’What a pity!’ Zhang Tie sighed inside. 

Zhang Tie was not pitying Bai Suxian but the demon knight. 

The demon baron was not an earth knight; if not, Zhang Tie would make full use of it. 

In Zhang Tie’s eyes, any black iron knight was useless, no matter how powerful he was... 

... 

Chapter 975: Meeting Young Sister Once Again 

 

Before Bai Suxian entered the familiar mountain cave, she had been caught up by the demon knight. 

"Where are you escaping?" The demon knight asked with a sportive and grim sneer. 

It seemed that the demon knight had realized Bai Suxian’s plan; how could it let her slide into the maze-

like mountain cave? 

The demon knight then released its bright battle qi. It flashed forward with a wake flame. In a few 

seconds, it could launch an attack towards Bai Suxian. 

An especially powerful shock wave which could be barely resisted by black iron knights attacked Bai 

Suxian from her back. Bai Suxian twisted her slim waist and dodged it. 

Although she dodged this strike, as she had changed her direction, her speed slowed down a bit. 

In such a time gap, the demon knight narrowed their distance once again. 

The demon knight fleered. Gazing at Bai Suxian’s back, he launched dense strikes towards Bai Suxian. 

There was a tactic called magnet tactic. The moment the one being chased entered the largest striking 

radius of the chaser, the chaser could constantly strike the other party in the air so as to change the 

opponent’s flight path and stagnate the opponent’s flight speed. It was similar to the principle of 

operation of the magnet, which would slow down the opponent’s movements and finally catch up with 

the opponent. 



After being forced to detour, her speed could never match that of voluntary detour or going straight. As 

long as the chaser started magnet tactic, the party being chased would be caught up with sooner or later 

in most cases if not having an overwhelming speed or battle strength. 

Bai Suxian responded fast; her overstrength was above average among black iron knights. However, 

facing a demon knight who had entered 9 changes black iron realm and was going to promote to an 

earth knight, she was slightly dwarfed. 

The demon knight’s flight speed was much faster than that of hers; the moment it started the magnet 

tactic, it soon caught up with her when Bai Suxian dodged its strikes. 

Bai Suxian made a decision immediately. When she found that she couldn’t escape anywhere, she 

released a battle qi smoke at once. 

In the first abyss, the disadvantageous party would always release her battle qi smoke in battle so as to 

seek for help from nearby knights on her side. 

If not release her battle qi smoke, the nearby knights might not find them until approaching a few miles 

away from them; however, after releasing her battle qi smoke, someone might notice the battle here 

from over 20 miles away. 

Battle qi smoke was the most eye-catching signal that knights could release in the first abyss. 

Of course, the unluckiest possibility was that her battle qi smoke might attract the opponent’s assistants 

and accelerate her death. 

The first abyss was filled with crises. Even earth knights were almost blinded here, nobody could confirm 

that those within dozens of miles were on their side. 

"Hehehe, I’ve not f*cked a human woman yet. I, Salas will taste such a beautiful human knight today!" 

The demon knight who chased Bai Suxian was an ox-headed demon. Ox-headed demons were born to 

be brutal and lascivious. If the female knight could commit suicide in the elite ox-headed demon’s hand, 

she must be lucky enough. 

When the ox-headed demon said this, its eyes flickered greed and excited glow while glancing over Bai 

Suxian’s plump and sexy figure. At the same time, it increased its striking frequency, sparing no surplus 

time to Bai Suxian at all. Additionally, it kept drooling while a part below its waist under its skirt armor 

raised high at once. 

This ox-headed demon was even one head higher than Cui Li, the current look of Zhang Tie. Therefore, 

the raising part below its waist was also as amazing as that of a donkey. 

Bai Suxian narrowed her eyes at once while a long whip appeared in her hand. Closely after that, she 

fiercely whipped towards the raised part between the ox-headed demon’s legs with a qi as sharp as 

sword qi. 

The demon knight instantly tossed out its battleax which was made of abyss iron. With a bang, young 

sister’s sharp strike was broken. 

They soon carried out a close combat. 



As Bai Suxian’s overstrength was much weaker than a demon knight who was going to promote to an 

earth knight. Therefore, after a short while, Bai Suxian had been in the disadvantageous position 

completely. 

Bai Suxian temporarily dodged the demon knight’s strikes many times based on her agile movements. 

However, before she escaped, she was soon struck by the demon knight in magnet tactic. 

Only after a couple of minutes, Bai Suxian had been oozing sweat all over. 

On the contrary, the ox-headed demon knight felt gradually easier while drooling more and more saliva; 

especially the special female qi released from Bai Suxian’s body when in combat which drove the ox-

headed demon knight more thrilled. 

The ox-headed demon knight hit her harder and harder but carefully. It seemed that the demon knight 

didn’t want to break Bai Suxian’s body. 

Bai Suxian gritted her white teeth and bore it hardly... 

’It seems that I cannot escape without using that item. After using it, even if I couldn’t kill this ox-headed 

demon, I would hurt it for sure and create a chance for myself to escape. However, it is too precious. I 

only have one. After using it this time, it would be hard for me to find another one...’ 

’Well, whatever, it’s better than falling in the hand of this b*stard. It’s really disgusting...’ 

At such a critical moment, when Bai Suxian felt reluctant to reach her hand towards her waist, a 

dreamlike voice sounded at her ears. 

It sounded rude, straightforward, indolent and a bit rustic. Before coming to the earth realm, if Bai 

Suxian heard this voice, she might dodge far away; however, after coming to the earth realm, the 

moment she heard this voice, she would feel soft all over... 

"Young sister, what are you performing? Is that the beauty and the beast or you’re training a rutting 

buffalo in the circus?" 

Closely with the voice was a man darting towards here at an unimaginable high speed with an abyss 

battle spear. At the same time, he fiercely whipped the abyss battle spear onto the raised part between 

the demon knight’s legs... 

It was such a powerful strike that Bai Suxian thought that she was dazzled. 

Because the abyss battle spear bent over as it couldn’t bear the great strength of the abyss battle spear. 

It was a natural physical reaction. Similarly, a slim bamboo strip would transform slightly if a kid 

forcefully whipped it. The strength passed to the bamboo strip from the kid’s hand, then to the other 

end of the bamboo stripe, causing a natural bend. 

If the strength and speed didn’t surpass the endurance limits of the bamboo strip, the bamboo strip 

would not bend over even though being whipped. 

However, the bamboo strip could never match the endurance limits of an abyss battle spear. 

Even an abyss battle spear could not bear the strength, how great the strength was! 



Bai Suxian was shocked at once. She thought that she was dazzled. 

However, the demon knight soon realized what happened. 

Zhang Tie raided the demon knight. Now that he was treating a demon, Zhang Tie preferred to raid it 

rather than a head-on attack. Because he didn’t need to launch a head-on attack towards a demon 

knight. Zhang Tie only stuck to one principle when fighting demon knights——kill them in the most 

unexpected manner at the fastest speed and the minimal cost and consumption. All the others are 

nothing but bullsh*t. 

Before being raided, the demon knight had not fully released its protective battle qi when fighting Bai 

Suxian because it didn’t think that another human powerhouse could give a favor to Bai Suxian at this 

moment. In the opinion of the demon knight, it only needed to resist the female human knight’s strike 

with his protective battle qi. It was wasteful if it released too much protective battle qi. 

Being extremely stimulated by Bai Suxian’s beautiful look and female qi, the demon knight had not 

imagined that it would encounter such a powerful blow. However, when it realized what happened, it 

was already too late for it to release all of its protective battle qi. 

In a split second, the demon knight’s protective battle qi had been broken like a watermelon being 

hammered by a pneumatic hammer on the steam forging machine... 

The strike was too fast and destructive. Before the explosive strength of its protective battle qi touched 

its body, Zhang Tie’s abyss battle spear had fiercely whipped onto the raised thing below the demon 

knight’s skirt armor. 

Of course, the hardest spear was the abyss battle spear in Zhang Tie’s hand. 

A bloody mist exploded between the demon knight’s legs. 

With an earth-shaking roar, the demon knight was sent over 700 m away by Zhang Tie as fast as a 

lightning bolt like a baseball... 

Zhang Tie immediately caught up with it. Before the demon knight launched its first counterattack, it 

had been covered by Zhang Tie’s dense thunder-like strikes... 

Chapter 976: Partner 

 

Previously, due to a sharp gap, Zhang Tie was almost mistreated by the demon general like a dog... 

Now, due to a remarkable gap, Zhang Tie mistreated a knight as powerful as the demon general who 

was going to promote to an earth knight like a dog. 

If in another scene, this demon knight called Salas might not become so embarrassed in such a transient 

time; however, as it was only obsessed with Bai Suxian’s beautiful look and female qi, it was raided by 

Zhang Tie successfully and was destined to die. 



Salas was not a gecko, who would not survive itself by abandoning its tail. Zhang Tie’s strike almost 

broke the ’third leg" and the part above the thighs of the other two legs of the demon knight at the 

same time. 

The abyss battle spear was amazingly powerful. Besides crippling Salas’ three legs, it severely shocked its 

guts, causing the demon knight to spurt out blood while being sent flying over 700 m away. 

Being very experienced in combats, how could Zhang Tie miss such a golden opportunity? Of course, he 

kept up striking the demon knight tempestuously. 

Watching how Zhang Tie mistreated the demon knight crazily from afar, Bai Suxian thought that she was 

dreaming. She forcefully pinched her thigh while the sharp pain reminded her that it was not a dream. 

This voice and this figure belonged to the very man whom she thought that she would never meet again 

in her life. 

2 years ago, Bai Suxian thought that she had been familiar with Cui Li pretty well; however, when she 

saw Cui Li once again, she abruptly felt strange about this man. 

Cui Li’s power was out of Bai Suxian’s imagination. 

It was the demon knight’s turn to release its battle qi smoke. 

While being struck by Cui Li, the demon knight finally chose to release it battle qi smoke which served 

like the SOS that humans universally used before the Catastrophe. At the critical moment, the demon 

knight also expected a miracle. 

Pitifully, the miracle didn’t occur. No shadow demon knight could give Zhang Tie a "surprise" at this 

moment. 

Only after a few minutes, with Salas’s earthshaking shriek, its body was vaporized by the hot sun-like 

light that was released from Zhang Tie’s palms, causing a bloody rain over the sky and finally 

disappeared into the dark mist. 

The battle came to an end. 

Under the gaze of Bai Suxian, the battle finally came to an end when Cui Li performed the movement 

"Overturn rivers and seas" of "Big Sun Fire Dragon Palm Skill". How overbearing and manly was Cui Li! 

Zhang Tie caught the pair of ox horns that he especially kept and returned to Bai Suxian’s front. 

"Are you a man or a ghost?" Bai Suxian asked Zhang Tie as she watched the latter with a pair of watery 

eyes before Zhang Tie uttered. 

"Haha, of course, I’m a human!" Zhang Tie burst out into laughter, "If humans could kill demon knights 

after becoming ghosts, demons have long been exterminated and the holy war has long come to an 

end!" 

After hearing such a rude reply, Bai Suxian reconfirmed that he was Cui Li. 

After hesitating for a short while, Bai Suxian asked another question, "When...when in the hieron ruins, 

didn’t you die with the demon earth knight...we...we thought you were dead!" 



"I didn’t. But the earth demon knight died. Your brother Cui has trump cards; plus some wonderful 

experiences in the hieron!" Zhang Tie explained loudly and straightforwardly. 

"Wonderful experiences?" 

"A loss may turn out to be a gain. Your brother Cui killed an earth demon knight at the risk of his life!" 

Zhang Tie explained faintly. 

After knowing that Zhang Tie didn’t want to explain what he experienced in the hieron ruins explicitly, 

Bai Suxian didn’t ask him about that anymore. As for a knight, the so-called trump cards and the details 

of wonderful experiences were as important as the contents of their cultivation methods, which were 

closely related to his life. No knight would like to expose his secrets. Wise people also knew the rules in 

the knight’s world and didn’t ask too much about that. Even commoners had secrets, not to mention 

knights. 

Watching Bai Suxian being silent with a blush, Zhang Tie gave one ox horn to her, "Here’s one ox horn as 

your booty. We chased the demon knight and killed it together, is your brother Cui fair?" 

Even though only one ox horn could be exchanged for the corresponding benefits. This regulation was 

very human-friendly which was also beneficial to the coordination of knights in the fortress. 

"You killed this demon knight. Of course, you should take the booty. Additionally, you saved my life, how 

could I take your booty?" Bai Suxian shook her head as she looked at Zhang Tie with a blush. She refused 

to take the booty. 

Watching Bai Suxian’s embarrassed look, Zhang Tie would not waste time on this trivial thing. He then 

directly teleported the pair of ox horns into his portable space-teleportation item. 

Zhang Tie really made a bumper harvest in the hieron ruins. The two space-teleportation items that he 

gained from Old Monster Qi and the earth demon knight were both legitimate. Of course, he didn’t 

need to hide them at all; additionally, after promoting to an earth knight, Zhang Tie’s overall strength 

could never be matched by that before. Even in Taixia Country, an earth knight was also qualified to be a 

provincial governor. Of course, he didn’t need to be that meticulous like before. 

Seeing the pair of ox horns disappearing in Zhang Tie’s hands, Bai Suxian became startled as she woke 

up from her dreamlike thoughts. 

After putting away his booty, Zhang Tie took a look at his abyss battle spear, which had bent over a bit. 

Holding the head of the battle spear by one hand, Zhang Tie slid over its rod which was as thick as a duck 

egg by the other hand, straightening it smoothly, together with Bai Suxian’s eyes. 

’It’s a battle spear made of abyss iron. How could it become as soft as a noodle in this man’s hand? How 

powerful is his hand?’ 

Bai Suxian was really scared by Zhang Tie’s strength. When she recalled Zhang Tie’s magnificent and 

casual movements when fighting and killing the demon knight in only a couple of minutes, Bai Suxian 

suddenly understood something. With her eyes widely opened, she watched Zhang Tie with an amazed 

look and asked him, "You...you’ve been an earth knight?" 



"He...he...I’m too lucky, I’m too lucky!" Zhang Tie became modest as he put away his abyss battle spear 

into his portable space-teleportation item. At the same time, he told Bai Suxian straightforwardly, "It’s 

safe here. I have to go. Young sister, take care of yourself..." 

After saying that, Zhang Tie turned around and prepared to fly away. However, the moment he turned 

around, he had heard a painful groan... 

Zhang Tie turned around once again when he saw Bai Suxian’s face turning pale. Shaking in the air, she 

was covering her breasts with two hands, presenting a "heart" posture. Faintly frowning, she turned 

weak instantly... 

Bai Suxian had plump breasts; plus her current posture, the pair of "white rabbits" under her palace 

robe became more outstanding, which almost popped out of her robe. Therefore, Zhang Tie couldn’t 

stand staring at her breasts a longer while. At the same time, he felt his throat dry. 

"Ahem...ahem...young sister, what’s the matter with you?" Zhang Tie asked what all the other men 

would ask under such a circumstance. 

"Just now...this humble lady has been injured by the demon knight!" Bai Suxian replied with an 

emaciated look. Meanwhile, she watched Zhang Tie with a pair of watery eyes in a coquettish way, 

"Brother Cui, can you pity this humble lady this time and allow me to follow you a few days so that I 

could recover my injuries in case of encountering any other demon knights..." 

Watching Bai Suxian’s poor look, Zhang Tie touched his bald head as he felt pretty hard to refuse her, 

"Erm..alright!" 

After staying in the hieron ruins over 2 years, Zhang Tie also wanted to ask a familiar person about the 

current situation in the earth-elements realm and the Lion Fortress. Now that he had met Bai Suxian, he 

would then give her a favor. 

Bai Suxian flickered her eyes as she asked, "Brother, where are you heading for?" 

"I’ve just come out of there. I’ve not fixed my destination yet. I’m going to survey the situation outside 

first!" Zhang Tie pointed at the entrance of the mountain cave in the far where Bai Suxian was going to 

escape from the demon knight’s pursuit just now. 

"Right in the mountain cave, I know a place to hide ourselves. How about having a rest there 

temporarily before making a further negotiation? As we’ve just fought the demon knight here, some 

enemies might be attracted here!" Bai Suxian inquired about Zhang Tie’s opinion. 

"Fine, young sister, you take the lead!" 

Bai Suxian then revealed a charming smile to Zhang Tie before flying towards the entrance of the 

mountain cave by swinging her sleeves, followed by Zhang Tie. 

... 

Given Bai Suxian’s moving speed, Zhang Tie knew that she indeed was very familiar with the terrain 

here. Only after entering the mountain cave for 20 minutes, Bai Suxian had made a turn and entered a 

bypass which was strange to Zhang Tie. After taking turns in that bypass about half an hour, a patch of 

huge and high mushrooms appeared in front of Zhang Tie’s eyes... 



Chapter 977: Treatment and News 

 

It was an underground karst space which covered tens of thousands of square miles in front of Zhang 

Tie. This karst space might be very large on earth’s surface; however, in the earth-elements realm, it was 

as trivial as a bubble in the ocean. 

Clouds were floating near the dome of this space, which indicated that a small climate had come into 

being in this karst space. The ground here was covered with huge mushrooms, which looked as 

spectacular as a red virgin forest. 

Each huge mushroom was at least over 30 m in height while the biggest one was almost 100 m in height. 

The umbrellas of the huge mushrooms were as large as clouds. 

In earth-elements realm, such a patch of huge mushrooms might have existed for tens of thousands of 

years safe and sound. 

If not the holy war, many places in the earth-element realm would be filled with fairytales and romance. 

If tourism could be developed here, many people would like to pay a visit here by airboat at a high cost. 

"We’ve almost arrived there!" Bai Suxian turned around and revealed a sweet smile at Zhang Tie. 

"Hahaha, young sister, you’re really romantic. What a romantic place!" Zhang Tie burst out into 

laughter. 

Knights who chose to fight in the first abyss were all smart. They always prepared some places to hide 

themselves in case of emergencies. No matter what reason it was, a woman who could come to the 

earth-elements realm to fight demons was exceptional; therefore, Zhang Tie admired Bai Suxian more or 

less. 

After hearing Zhang Tie’s praise, Bai Suxian’s eyes turned bright at once, "You also feel it’s nice here?" 

"Young sister, you have a good insight. This place is clean and unique. Even if other knights broke in, 

they could not find you easily. Undoubtedly, it’s a safe place!" 

Bai Suxian felt pretty happy about Zhang Tie’s comment. 

10 minutes later, they flew into the depth of the huge mushroom woods. Bai Suxian then landed on the 

ground. 

There was a brook on the ground being surrounded by some clusters of crystals. Some fish were 

swimming in the brook. Fish in water could adapt to the environment of earth-elements realm much 

better than most of living beings from the earth’s surface. Most of the fish on the earth’s surface could 

be found in the earth-elements realm. 

Bai Suxian came to the foot of a huge mushroom. After clapping her hands, a palm-sized red spider had 

declined to the front of Bai Suxian from the top of the huge mushroom with a thread from its tail. 



Bai Suxian stretched out her palm while the spider climbed onto her hand. It twisted its forelimbs and 

body as if it was expressing something. Bai Suxian watched its performance for a short while before 

putting it back. 

"I’ve not imagined that young sister could control animals!" Zhang Tie became shocked. As an expert in 

controlling animals, of course, he knew what Bai Suxian was doing just now. 

"Just a bit. I tamed a common red spider in the underground space so that it could be my watchdog. 

That spider told me that nobody had ever been here over the past couple of days!" Bai Suxian explained. 

After hearing Bai Suxian’s explanation, Zhang Tie admired her consideration. That underground red 

spider was not even a LV 1 living being. Therefore, it’s very easy to tame it. However, if this red spider 

could be made use of properly, it was much more useful than a LV 15 battle spirit at the critical moment. 

No matter what it was, as long as it could be used properly, it would play a great role. Bai Suxian had the 

red spider play its great role by being a sentry for her. 

After putting the red spider back, Bai Suxian moved a few steps forward and jumped over 30 m high. She 

then pressed a place below the huge and sturdy umbrella. Closely after that, a cave was exposed to 

Zhang Tie. Bai Suxian floated inside before waving her hand towards Zhang Tie. 

Unconsciously, Zhang Tie felt like having a date with a mistress in the wild when he flew towards that 

cave. 

... 

The moment Zhang Tie entered the stem of the huge mushroom, he had felt going back to the tree 

house when he attended the survival training in the Wild Wolf Valley. The stem of the huge mushroom 

was hollow, leaving a small space which covered over 10 square meters. There was a portal in this 

space, which could lead to the space below. It seemed that Bai Suxian had opened two rooms here. 

The stem of the huge mushroom was a bit softer than those big trees on the earth’s surface; therefore, 

a knight could open a room here easily. 

The room inside was pretty clean and refreshing. There were a bed and a table. A whole set of beddings 

were put on the bed while some teacups and a delicate lotus-flower shaped glazed fluorite lamp was put 

on the table. The room was filled with realgar powders, which indicated a perilous signal for all the 

worms and snakes. 

The moment Zhang Tie entered it, Bai Suxian had closed the door of the entrance. The entire room was 

then immersed in the romantic and warm light radiated by the pink crystal fluorite lamp. 

The moment she closed the door, Bai Suxian had sat beside the bed and started to take off her black 

palace robe. Zhang Tie became dumbfounded, "Young sister, what are you doing..." 

"What are you thinking about?" Bai Suxian threw a bashful glance at Zhang Tie. Closely after that, she 

turned around by twisting her butt and lay on the bed. At the same time, she covered her plump breasts 

by one hand and exposed her snow-white back to Zhang Tie. Right below the left shoulder of her snow-

white back, there was a palm-sized blue area, "This humble lady was injured a bit by that demon knight. 

It’s inconvenient for me to daub medicine on it, can you help this humble lady to daub some bloody jade 

ointment to stop bleeding, brother..." 



Bai Suxian explained while a white jade vial appeared in her hand. 

When he entered just now, Zhang Tie doubted that Bai Suxian carried a portable space-teleportation 

item. Because many items in the room were very delicate and luxurious, which might not be purchased 

from the Lion Fortress. A knight who went to the earth-elements realm for battle could not carry so 

many items. At the sight of the white jade vial which appeared in Bai Suxian’s hand out of the void, 

Zhang Tie confirmed his presumption. 

As a female knight, she could control animals with a precious portable space-teleportation equipment 

and dare come to the earth-element realm alone, Bai Suxian must have a noble status on the earth’s 

surface! 

Watching that Bai Suxian was waiting for him on the bed, Zhang Tie then strode towards the bedside 

and took her jade vial. 

After opening the lid, he saw a red ointment inside, which gave out a bizarre fragrance, making Zhang 

Tie spirited all over. 

It seemed that this bloody jade ointment was not common. At least Zhang Tie had not heard about this 

commodity as an elder of Huaiyuan Palace. 

Zhang Tie dug a bit bloody jade ointment by finger and daubed it onto the blue area on the back of Bai 

Suxian. 

Bai Suxian’s skin was as snow-white as bitty cream, plump and carried a special fragrance. When Zhang 

Tie’s fingers touched her skin, his fingers quivered a bit like being struck by the current. Zhang Tie’s 

heart pounded unconsciously. 

Zhang Tie forcefully spread the ointment over the blue area, causing Bai Suxian to utter a groan, being 

comfortable or painful. Zhang Tie was stimulated by her groan too much. 

’What a spirit!’ 

Zhang Tie was not a virgin anymore. The moment he heard Bai Suxian’s groan, he had known that this 

woman was alluring him and expecting him to do something. 

At this moment, the beauty was lying on the bed, exposing her alluring skin. It seemed that she was 

waiting for Zhang Tie to sleep with her. Few men could bear such an allure. Zhang Tie even had to move 

his eyes away from Bai Suxian’s snow-white back in case of being obsessed with her. 

"Oh, young sister, how did you meet that demon knight?" 

"...Hmm...the Tiewei Mountain in the first abyss is very boisterous at this moment...ahh...I was heading 

there...unfortunately I met it in the periphery of the Tiewei Mountain...hmm...brother...lighter...." Bai 

Suxian replied as she kept acting in coquetry. 

’Tiewei Mountain? This place sounds a bit familiar.’ Zhang Tie remembered that the three knights that 

he met with Mountain Lifting Hermit two years ago warned them that Tiewei Mountain was in an 

abnormal situation and persuaded them to be careful over there. 

"What’s happening in Tiewei Mountain?" 



"A super large earth-elements crystal mine is discovered in Tiewei Mountain...hmm...humans 

and...demons...hmm...are competing for it...hmm...human knights and demon knights have started a 

large-scale battle in Tiewei Mountain..." 

’A super large earth-element crystal mine? A large-scale battle between human knights and demon 

knights? This is indeed a major event.’ Neither humans nor demons could do anything but watch the 

opponent to gain a super large earth-element crystal mine. As for knights, earth-element crystals were a 

strategic resource. Any party which could gain it indicated that they could cultivate more earth knights 

and have more resources. Undoubtedly, this would be a catastrophe for the other party. 

"Oh, do you know about the message of Mountain Lifting Hermit, Gong Ziyao and Zhou Shufan?" 

"Mountain Lifting Hermit...hmm...has left the earth-elements realm two years ago and returned to the 

earth’s surface...hmm...Gong Ziyao and Zhou Shufan...might...hmm...be near the Tiewei Mountain..." 

Through Bai Suxian, Zhang Tie acquired some messages that he was concerned about and the major 

event in the earth-elements realm at this moment... 

Tiewei Mountain had been the focus of humans and demons in the earth-element realm. At this 

moment, there were definitely over 20,000 human and demon knights near Tiewei Mountain while 

combats broke out all the time... 

... 

Chapter 978: Irresistible Beauty’s Love Potion 

 

After helping her daub the ointment on her back, Bai Suxian had been panting and soft all over on the 

bed. Zhang Tie’s forehead was also covered with sweat. It seemed that he was more tired than that 

demon knight who had been killed just now. 

It seemed that Bai Suxian was expecting something; however, Zhang Tie didn’t make any excessive 

movement. 

After daubing the ointment for her, Zhang Tie helped her zip up her clothes and cover her back and the 

sides of the pair of snow-white and plump white rabbits. After that, he moved a couple steps back and 

said in a dry and hoarse voice, "It’s okay, young sister..." 

Bai Suxian got up and put on her clothes well with a blush and disordered hair. After that, she threw a 

resentful glance at Zhang Tie, which looked like sobbing and wailing. As a result, Zhang Tie felt soft all 

over and almost fell down on the ground. 

’What a spirit!’ Zhang Tie swore her inside once again as he took a kettle out of his portable space-

teleportation equipment and quaffed some limpid and sweet mountain spring. 

"Young sister, your external injuries have been examined but you still have some inner injuries. You 

need to take a rest here for a couple of days. It’s tranquil here. Nobody would disturb you. This brother 

Cui will..." Zhang Tie wanted to escape away as he felt that he might have a great probability to lose his 

consciousness if he stayed one more day here. When a man and a woman stayed together alone, such a 

situation would be unavoidable. 



"Brother, if you want to leave, just leave. This humble lady is too old and ugly to be favored by you!" Bai 

Suxian suddenly started to complain as she sighed faintly on her bedside, "This humble lady heard that 

demons have many weird means to trace someone. When I fought the demon knight just now, I didn’t 

know whether it had left any marks on my body. If brother left, some demon powerhouses might kill this 

humble lady. By then, this humble lady will not complain anymore that this humble lady is destined to 

die at such a young age!" 

Zhang Tie opened his mouth as he touched his bald head. After hearing Bai Suxian’s words, he really felt 

sorry to leave. If he just left her soon after acquiring the messages that he wanted to know from her, 

Zhang Tie felt like burning the bridge after crossing it. Additionally, Bai Suxian’s concern was reasonable. 

Demons indeed had some weird means. If someone used a soul-chasing butterfly to chase after her, Bai 

Suxian was destined to die if she was left here alone. 

"Erm...young sister looks like a fairy. If you’re old and ugly, there would be no beauty in the world. 

Alright, this brother Cui will stay a couple of days with you. But it’s your bedroom, it’s inconvenient for a 

man and a woman to stay with each other alone. I will find a nearby huge mushroom and stay inside for 

the time being!" 

After hearing Zhang Tie’s praise, Bai Suxian’s face instantly turned brightly pink. Touching her face, she 

watched Zhang Tie womanly and asked, "Brother Cui, you mean I look good?" 

"Of course, you’re pretty beautiful..." 

"But why did you..." Bai Suxian looked bashful as she hesitated. 

Zhang Tie burst out into laughter as he revealed the straightforward temperament of Cui Li once again, 

"Honestly, this brother Cui couldn’t stand pressing onto the bed to f*ck you. However, this brother Cui 

was not used to bully weak ones. Given your emaciated figure, you might not be able to bear the 

torture. Therefore, I didn’t do that..." 

Having experienced Cui Li’s "straightforward" temperament so many times, Bai Suxian had been a bit 

immune to Zhang Tie. After hearing Zhang Tie’s explanation, Bai Suxian revealed a bashful smile. 

Although she was not completely used to do that, she didn’t feel it was shameful anymore. On the 

contrary, she felt that Zhang Tie was frank and sincere and was just a weirdo. 

After talking with Bai Suxian for a short while, Zhang Tie wanted to find another hiding place nearby; 

however, the moment he wanted to leave, he heard a thunder from outside. Closely after that, he heard 

increasingly more dense rustling sounds on the stem and the umbrella of huge mushrooms only in a 

couple of seconds... 

’It’s raining! F*ck!’ 

At this moment, Bai Suxian rolled her eyes and suggested, "This humble lady’s place is not a lion’s den. 

Why not stay inside for a while, brother?" It’s not late for you to find a huge mushroom to settle down 

when it stops raining!" 

"Erm..." 



"Are you cheating me? As you’ve saved my life twice, why not stay inside for a longer while? Do you feel 

that this humble lady is a shameless slut..." Bai Suxian said as she walked towards Zhang Tie. At the 

same time, she almost burst out into tears with her watery eyes... 

Honestly, this method was really effective. Watching a woman crying in front of him was the last thing 

that Zhang Tie would like to do. He directly put up his hands and surrendered, "Well! I will take a seat 

here for a short while. You just deal with your injuries and leave me alone!" 

After hearing Zhang Tie’s reply, Bai Suxian’s tears turned into smiles at once, "The room downside there 

is my cultivation room. If you want to have a rest, why not go downside there?" 

After hearing Bai Suxian’s words, Zhang Tei directly went to the other room in the huge mushroom. 

It indeed looked like Bai Suxian’s cultivation room. Because the moment Zhang Tie entered it, he had 

seen an elements-gathering matrix, which was even larger and more advanced than that of Zhang Tie’s. 

’Such a precious elements-gathering matrix in a temporary site? That’s luxurious!’ Zhang Tie confirmed 

that Bai Suxian must have a deep background. 

Now that everything had been prepared well here, Zhang Tie just sat beside the elements-gathering 

matrix with crossed legs and started to cultivate. 

The water chakra of king roc sutra required more water elements than the number of earth elements 

required by the earth chakra. Therefore, it was more difficult for Zhang Tie to promote to a shadow 

knight as the process required him more efforts and payment. He could only complete it step by step. 

Although the purgatory samsara method was powerful, it was a matter of chance than a choice for him 

to absorb the water elements from an earth demon knight. If not the karma in the pyramid, Zhang Tie 

would never promote to an earth knight so easily. He could not have such a rare chance anymore. 

Therefore, Zhang Tie had been ready to promote to a shadow knight step by step like dripping water 

wearing through a stone and cutting a wood with a rope. 

In the elements realm, the number of Zhang Tie’s spiritual hands had grown to 21. Those hands being 

composed of his spiritual strength were moving rapidly in the elements realm by capturing the aqua 

blue multi-faceted water element crystals, pulverizing, refining and pouring them onto the complex 

patterns on his water chakra. 

The elements-gathering matrix arranged by Bai Suxian was indeed much more effective than that of his. 

After absorbing Old Monster Qi’s spiritual energy, plus his cultivation during the past 2 more years, 

Zhang Tie made a breakthrough in multitasking skill once again. 

Now, Zhang Tie could visualize and control 21 abacuses in his mind at the same time. Nobody could do 

that among all the humans except for Zhang Tie. 

Although Zhang Tie was cultivating and absorbing the water element in the elements realm, he still had 

a sharp perception of the surroundings due to his strong knight’s consciousness as an earth knight. 

Soon after Zhang Tie started his cultivation, he had heard someone playing water in his neighborhood. 



Bai Suxian had taken out a big bathtub from her portable space-teleportation equipment and was taking 

a bath in his neighborhood. 

Zhang Tie couldn’t stand throwing a glance at the neighboring room through a wall... 

Only after running his spiritual energy, the wall being composed of the stem of the huge mushroom had 

turned as transparent as glass. Bai Suxian was lying in a golden bathtub and highly raising her beautiful, 

slim and plump legs out of the bathtub. She was enjoying her enchanting figure with a faint smile... 

Only after throwing a glance at the next room, Zhang Tie had hurriedly moved his eyes away; 

meanwhile, his heart pounded for a short while heavily. 

’F*ck, this girl came to the first abyss with a bathtub.’ Zhang Tie was shocked too much. 

... 

After 3 hours, it was still raining outside. Zhang Tie felt Bai Suxian entering the cultivation room and 

coming to his side. She moved her lips close to his ears and slightly rubbed his earlobe. Closely after 

that, Zhang Tie heard her tender, sweet voice, "Brother, this humble lady has prepared some food and 

drinks, how about taking some..." 

After saying that, Bai Suxian even blew air into Zhang Tie’s ear... 

Under this circumstance, Zhang Tie had to stop cultivating. 

Opening his eyes, Zhang Tie turned around and caught sight of Bai Suxian who smelt as fragrant as the 

essence of daffodil after taking a bath. 

This girl wore a black sleeveless short gown and a skirt, which were thinner and more transparent. It was 

completely a set of the diaphanous garment. There was an undergarment covering her breasts and 

abdomen, looming her plump breasts. Under her skirt was a pair of snowwhite legs... 

... 

Bai Suxian had prepared well a table of food and drinks in the neighboring room, which might not be 

bumper on the earth’s surface; however, it was a big meal in the earth-elements realm. 

Besides drinks, there were some jerkies, fruits and dried fruits on the table. Bai Suxian filled 8 plates 

with them. 

After taking a seat, Zhang Tie became faintly stunned at the sight of the bottle of liquor; because this 

bottle was completely as same as the deserted one on the seaside which he had just seen. 

’Was Bai Suxian the one who paid homage to me over there?’ 

After comparing the jerkies and dried fruits on the table with the residue at the seaside, Zhang Tie 

confirmed his presumption. 

’I’ve not imagined that this woman could be so affectionate. I still lived in her mind even though I was 

already dead...’ 



Watching Zhang Tie gazing at the bottle of liquor, Bai Suxian revealed a sweet smile, "This is the "flowers 

drunk" that I preserved. Brother, are you worried about being dugged by me?" 

As she said, she made a cup of liquor for herself and bottomed it up. Closely after that, she made a cup 

of liquor for Zhang Tie. 

Zhang Tie watched Bai Suxian with a bit complex moods. When he was going to take the cup, his hand 

was pressed by Bai Suxian as the latter played the woman, "Now that the brother doubted this humble 

lady, I have to propose a toast to you!" 

Zhang Tie revealed a smile, "Alright!" 

Bai Suxian replied with a smile as she bottomed up the cup of liquor too. Closely after that, she stood up 

and moved closer to Zhang Tie. Lowering her body, she directly kissed Zhang Tie’s mouth. 

Her agile tongue then slid into Zhang Tie’s mouth along with the liquid which smelt especially fragrant... 

What a hot cup of liquor! 

After all the liquid flew into Zhang Tie’s mouth from Bai Suxian’s tongue, Bai Suxian even circled her 

tongue around the inside of Zhang Tie’s mouth twice and twisted with Zhang Tie’s tongue a bit. Finally, 

she licked Zhang Tie’s lips and returned to her own seat with a blush. 

"How about this humble lady’s cup of liquor?" 

"Not bad, if you gave me some more, this brother Cui would not be able to bear it anymore!" Zhang Tie 

smirked in a heroic manner. 

"I prefer that!" Bai Suxian covered her mouth by hand with a faint smile... 

Zhang Tie then made two cups of liquor, one for Bai Suxian, one for himself. After that, he raised his cup 

with a solemn look and told Bai Suxian, "I have to propose a toast to you too. I did not expect you to be 

so affectionate cause you look uninhibited. I admit that I’ve made a wrong judgment about you. 

Mountain Lifting Hermit wrote an elegiac couplet for me and young sister offered a sacrifice to me at 

the seaside of the magma sea on the anniversaries of my death; the affectionate ones are the most 

precious in the world. I’ve borne your friendship deep in mind!" 

The two people then bottomed up at the same time... 

... 

Zhang Tie had not imagined that Bai Suxian could drug him. 

After drinking only for an hour with Bai Suxian, Zhang Tie should not be drunk as this "flowers drunk" 

could never match the unrivaled dragon marrow liquor. Acutally, "flowers drunk" was more like the 

champagne which female ususally drunk. It was hard to get drunk with it. 

Neither Bai Suxian nor Zhang Tie was drunk. 

After the meal, Zhang Tie returned to the cultivation room and continued to cultivate. However, in less 

than 1 hour, he had felt hot all over while the place below his lower abdomen felt like being on fire. 



Even his mind turned manic. His mind was filled with Bai Suxian’s snowwhite legs and the deep groove 

between her plump breasts when she was taking a bath. 

It’s a love potion! A colorless and tasteless love potion which could not even be resisted by knights. 

This love potion would not harm one’s body; instead, it would trigger one’s qi, blood and essence in the 

short period so that one’s glands could secrete more unconsciously. Therefore, Zhang Tie didn’t find that 

he had been drugged by Bai Suxian when drinking. 

In Blackhot City, Zhang Tie had heard that some ruffians and scumbags in the city liked to drug women 

in bars. He had not imagined that he could be drugged by a beauty after promoting to an earth knight. 

’F*ck you!’ Zhang Tie really wanted to beat Bai Suxian’s butt dozens of times forcefully so as to tell her 

what she was doing. 

When Zhang Tie tried his best to resist the effect of the drug and wanted to ask for Heller’s favor, he 

heard another thunder. 

Closely after the thunder, Bai Suxian broke in, drilling into Zhang Tie’s cradle and putting her arms 

around his neck. 

"Ahh, it’s thunder again. This humble lady’s heart always runs unconsciously when I hear thunder. 

Brother, you touch it..." Bai Suxian felt hot all over as she caught Zhang Tie’s hand and pressed it onto 

her breasts while panting tenderly. 

Zhang Tie was on fire at once... 

... 

Chapter 979: Tiewei Mountain 

 

10 days later, the first abyss... 

Two shadows fluttered through the dense black mist in the first abyss and flew towards the overlapping 

mountains in the far... 

"We will arrive at the periphery of Tiewei Mountain over 500 miles ahead..." Two people stopped while 

a woman uttered tenderly and sweetly. 

"Tiewei Mountain is in this direction? Why didn’t you tell me that earlier? You led me to fly over 700 

miles more. We’ve wasted a lot of time on the way!" Another person forcefully slapped onto the 

woman’s butt, causing a crispy sound. At the same time, the woman’s plump butt quivered like jelly. 

"This humble lady found that lord was a bit tired and wanted you to take a rest somewhere!" The 

woman said while pouting her petite mouth, "Additionally, the lord was happy when this humble lady 

served you just now. Why do you blame me for wasting time now?" 

"You dare argue with me? Look at my palm!" The man waved his hand and gave another palm onto her 

butt. 



The woman covered her mouth with a faint smile as she threw an "enchanting" glance at the man, "This 

humble lady dare not do that anymore!" 

The man threw a glare at the woman. The woman then replied with a facial expression of being 

wronged. 

The two people then continued to fly forward. 

Over 10 minutes later, a team of 3 fully-armored human knights flew out of the dense black mist and 

encountered the two people who were flying forward. 

"Stop!" One of the 3 human knights shouted immediately when he saw the two people flying towards 

them from afar in the mist. At the same time, the three human knights became vigilant. Until they found 

the two arrivers were humans instead of demons did they become relaxed. 

As for the two arrivers, one was a beauty in a blue-palace robe, the other was a tower-like tough man 

with a bald head who looked special. 

The woman was beautiful enough while the man was strong and fierce enough just like how a gangster’s 

head was followed by a coquettish woman. What a match! 

Of course, they were Zhang Tie and Bai Suxian. 

After being drugged and raped by a woman, Zhang Tie felt like losing his face; however, he had found his 

face back during the past days. The appellation "lord" was the certificate that Zhang Tie had found his 

face back. 

After Zhang Tie found his face back and Bai Suxian recovered her injuries; of course, Zhang Tie would 

like to take a look at the large-scale battle between human knights and demon knights in Tiewei 

Mountain. Of course, Bai Suxian followed him here. It seemed that she had determined to be Zhang 

Tie’s woman. 

Bai Suxian was not a weak woman; as she dared stay in the earth-elements realm alone, she must be 

able to protect herself. Therefore, Zhang Tie agreed with her. 

"What’s up, three brothers?" Zhang Tie stopped and asked when he saw the three knights in front of 

him. 

Given the three knight’s looks, Zhang Tie knew that they were members of the black-armored army in 

Taixia Country. A group of 3 could form a 3-in-1 formation when in an emergency, in which way, they 

could fight any one or two knights below earth knights. When they encounter an earth demon knight or 

more than 4 black iron demon knights, they could reach an impasse with their enemy or at least 1 of 

them could escape to seek for help in case of being exterminated. This was the rule of action among 

knights in armies in the earth-elements realm in the war. 

After looking Zhang Tie and Bai Suxian up and down seriously, the head of the three knights asked, 

"Where’d you come from?" 

The moment he heard this question, Zhang Tie had realized that human knights were urgently 

demanded in the large-scale war in Tiewei Mountain. Therefore, human knights were arranged to be 



sentries at the periphery of the Tiewei Mountain in case that demons or moles of Three-eye Association 

joined in the war and bring more troubles to humans. 

"I’m Cui Li, this is my paramour Bai Suxian. I know Wu Guanhai. We’ve stayed in the earth-elements 

realm for over 2 years. After being told that a large-scale war broke out here in Tiewei Mountain, we’d 

like to take a look here!" Zhang Tie put it straightforwardly. 

After hearing the word "paramour", the three human knights of black armored army threw two more 

glances at Bai Suxian. Bai Suxian then pinched Zhang Tie’s arm bashfully. 

"A few days ago, demon knights have made a lot of troubles in our territory in the incarnation of human 

demons. Therefore, inspection is becoming stricter near the human strongpoints of Tiewei Mountain 

these days!" After hearing that Cui Li knew Wu Guanhai, the three black armored knights treated Zhang 

Tie more politely, "If you want to enter Tiewei Mountain, you’d better learn about the latest situation 

from some human strongpoints. The nearest strongpoint near the periphery is over 250 miles in front of 

you..." 

"Sure, thanks!" 

After that, Zhang Tie flew away, closely followed by Bai Suxian who hit Zhang Tie’s waist by hand and 

asked in a low voice, "Paramour? Lord, couldn’t you find another word..." 

"If you don’t like the word "paramour", do you prefer "male and female intrigants"?" Zhang Tie glared at 

Bai Suxian with a strong qi field, "You’re not married. This brother Cui’s not married either. Even if we 

want to be male and female intrigants, it sounds improper. Although this brother Cui is rude, I never 

sleep with other’s wife. As you’ve slept me, who else is my paramour if not you?" 

Bai Suxian loved Zhang Tie’s explanation very much. After hearing Zhang Tie’s explanation, she became 

more docile, "As long as lord likes it, no matter what you call this humble lady!" 

"Hmm..." Zhang Tie replied with a muffled harrumph as he continued to fly forward. 

... 

Until Zhang Tie and Bai Suxian disappeared in their vision did one of the three black armored knights 

remembered something, "Yi? Don’t you feel the name Cui Li is familiar?" 

"Yup, I also feel that I’ve heard that name somewhere!" Another knight frowned. 

"Is he that extremely rightly Cui Li?" 

"Ahh? Wasn’t he dead?" 

"It might be a coincidence!" 

As Zhang Tie’s qi felt calm, the three black armored knights didn’t find that he had promoted to an earth 

knight. 

... 

40 minutes later, a strongpoint of the periphery which was mentioned by the three black armored 

knights appeared in front of Zhang Tie and Bai Suxian. 



It was a pretty huge battle fortress in the air. 

Compared to the common human battle fortresses on the earth’s surface, this one was like a super large 

airboat. 

9 dragon heads namely 9 entrances of the battle fortress reached out of the bottom of the airboat and 

pointed at 9 directions. Above the 9 dragon heads was a high and huge upper metal structure, whose 

length and width both surpassed 1,000 m. It was many times larger than the commander-level airboat 

that Zhang Tie had ever seen. Suspending in the air, it looked pretty magnificent. 

In the distance of the battle fortress, although being covered with dense mist, Zhang Tie could still see 

overlapping high mountain ranges, which were called Tiewei Mountain. 

Such an airboat might only be found in the earth-elements realm. Only Taixia Country could produce it. 

As for humans knights who deepened into the Tiewei Mountain to join the battle, such an airboat was 

the logistics supply base and information control center. 

At the sight of such a huge airboat for the first time, Zhang Tie was shocked inside. Numerous human 

knights were accessing to the 9 dragon heads in terms of light points. The atmosphere seemed to be 

intense. 

Although the 9 dragon head-shaped entrances looked small from afar, when Zhang Tie moved closer to 

them, he found that each dragon head’s mouth was over 10 m in width, which could be available for a 

few people to access to it at the same time. 

Someone was hurriedly entering there while someone else was hurriedly coming out of there. Most of 

those entering there were injured or carrying traces of battle. 

Zhang Tie and Bai Suxian then flew to an entrance in a casual way. 

There were also guards outside the entrance. Those who wanted to enter the airboat had to break their 

finger on a spiny ball-shaped device and drop their blood onto the device. They were not allowed to 

enter it until the spiny ball turned red. 

They used this method to identify demons. The knights at the entrance would pay attention to the 

examination result about the entrant. As Zhang Tie’s sturdy figure and Bai Suxian’s blue-palace robe 

were like brands, the moment they arrived, they had aroused the attention of the guards at the 

entrance. 

Zhang Tie broke his finger on the spiny ball. When the spiny ball turned red, he walked in the airboat. 

Bai Suxian also imitated him and did the same before following him in. 

No matter how powerful one was on the earth’s surface, he was not supposed to be privileged in the 

earth-elements realm. 

After entering the airboat and passing through the gate of the battle fortress, Zhang Tie felt open at 

once while his eardrums were beaten by the loud noises. A square appeared in front of him, which was 

surrounded by high buildings. Those knights were flying among these buildings. In the middle of the 

square, there was a huge, round information control center. Right above it, there was a huge high-



power crystal optical imaging device. A three-dimensional map was set on the device, which presented 

the current battle situation between demons and humans near the Tiewei Mountain. 

Zhang Tie threw a glance at the map and found that the three huge red arrows on behalf of humans 

were wrestling with some black arrows on behalf of demons in the depth of the center of Tiewei 

Mountain. Besides, red and black forces were crisscrossing within each other in a wider periphery of the 

center. 

The huge red and black arrows in the center of Tiewei Mountain almost remained unchanged. By 

contrast, those red and black arrows in the surroundings which were slowly changing their locations; 

they would disappear or appear somewhere at any time. Those fighters in logistics uniforms of Lion 

Fortress were constantly rushing in or out of the information control center with remote-sensing 

information. Many knights were waiting in readiness outside the information desks. After receiving their 

tasks, they would leave there right away. 

The three-dimensional map jumped once again while a black arrow appeared near a mountain range on 

the map. 

"A team of 3 demon knights discovered near No. 6403 mountain range; they are moving towards the 

east. Brothers, let’s go..." A tough Hua man in black armor raised his sword as he shouted. Almost at the 

same time, some knights who were waiting for tasks rushed outside voluntarily after him... 

This might be a lethal trap, which could be set by both humans and demons; however, the human 

knights still rushed out without any hesitation. 

This was how the war went. Give tit for tat! In such a fierce battle situation, they could not give up their 

actions just because that they doubted the possible dangers. 

"Where’s the doc...where’s the ambulance men...my brother is going to die...hurry..." A knight being 

covered with injuries broke in with a man being covered with blood in his cradle. 

The knight directly flew over Zhang Tie’s head as fast as the wind, dropping some blood onto Zhang Tie’s 

face and shoulders... 

A lot of people in white clothes ran towards here while the one in the front shouted, "Hurry, prepare 

No. 1, No. 2 medicaments, operating table, wounds healing glue, blood..." 

Zhang Tie reached out his hand to touch his face. His fingers turned red instantly... 

At the sight of Zhang Tie’s poor look, Bai Suxian was driven mad. The moment she wanted to argue with 

them, Zhang Tie stopped her by gripping her arm as he shook his head, "It’s okay!" 

Watching this scene and sensing this atmosphere, Zhang Tie became a bit absent-minded as he felt like 

returning to the Selnes Theater of Operations... 

Chapter 980: Reward 

 

Zhang Tie had fought and bled in Selnes Theater of Operations. He had a lot of memories over there. At 

that time, Zhang Tie served as the only human air cavalry in the Selnes Theater of Operations. Although 



it looked very honorable, he was actually a cannon fodder. Finally, he was betrayed by b*stards of 

Three-eye Association among humans and almost lost his life like what the other small figures were 

destined to face on the battlefield. 

Whereas, Zhang Tie didn’t regret what happened in Selnes Theater of Operations. He would still return 

to the Selnes Theater of Operations and contribute his strength to the holy war as a human fighter as 

long as he was demanded. 

However, Zhang Tie was not the same one in Selnes Theater of Operations anymore. 

When in Selnes Theater of Operations, Zhang Tie was just a LV 10 fighter; however, now, Zhang Tie had 

already become an earth knight who was unrivaled on many subcontinents. 

When in Selnes Theater of Operations, Zhang Tie was a hero as the Selnes Eagle; however, now, Zhang 

Tie was a convict being wanted across Taixia Country. 

Although Zhang Tie would still bleed for humans; many things had altered. He became more mature. As 

a result, he knew which way of bleeding was most valuable for an earth knight instead of sparing his 

blood for humans. 

In the distance, the knight being covered with injuries was standing still. Some doctors intended to deal 

with his injuries; however, that knight became berserk at once as he pushed away the doctors at once 

and roared, "Leave me alone...save my brother..." 

The similar thing had happened many times in the air battle fortress. Therefore, they were not strange 

about that. Knights were also humans and had emotions such as grief. Few people could stay calm when 

they found that their brothers and familiar comrade-in-arms might die in front of them. 

The earth-elements realm was the battlefield between human knights and demon knights. It was as 

normal as how common fighters sacrificed in the battlefields on the earth’s surface. 

"Lord, what will we do?" Bai Suxian became docile and asked Zhang Tie tenderly after being stopped by 

the latter and sensing the latter’s emotion. 

Zhang Tie watched the bustling lobby and took in a deep breath before replying, "The war in Tiewei 

Mountain would not come to an end in a short period. As this strongpoint is on the periphery of the 

battlefield with so many human knights; it’s pretty safe. Additionally, we could acquire intelligence here. 

We will settle down here to learn about the battle situation for the time being!" 

Bai Suxian nodded. Although Zhang Tie looked rude, given his decision, he was not rude at all; instead, 

he was very considerate. Honestly, Bai Suxian was really worried about her "lord" rushing to the 

frontline due to the excitement. It was very normal for black iron knights to lose their lives in the first 

abyss. It was not strange that earth knights were killed here. Even Shadow knights might also lose their 

lives here even though there was less news about that. 

As Zhang Tie replied, he led Bai Suxian to the information desks beside the information control center. 

This air battle fortress was very huge, which contained many rooms. It could hold tens of thousands of 

people at least. Any human knights entering it would have a room. This also explained the meaning of 

the existence of this strongpoint. 



When Zhang Tie passed by that wounded knight, he threw a glance at him and said, "You look like a girl 

standing here. You will not do any favor to your brother’s wounds; If I were you, I would cure my injuries 

as fast as possible. If my brother was killed, I would revenge for him by chopping off demons’ heads!" 

After hearing Zhang Tie’s suggestion, the knight quivered all over. He moved his eyes onto Zhang Tie; 

however, Zhang Tie didn’t speak any more; instead, he just walked away. Bai Suxian threw a glare at that 

guy. 

Zhang Tie came to the front of one information desk. 

"Hello, what can I do for you?" A female first lieutenant with a beautiful oval face in short hair asked him 

behind the desk. 

"We want to settle down here. Please prepare two rooms for us!" Zhang Tie replied. 

Standing behind the information desk, this plump female first lieutenant wore a short skirt, the lower 

hem of which reached the knees of her fair legs. Her plump breasts almost popped out of her uniform. 

She looked so womanly that Zhang Tie couldn’t stand throwing glances at her. 

Those who could enter the air battle fortresses were all legitimate human knights. Those human knights 

who could come to the Tiewei Mountain were a great force of human defense line. Therefore, after 

hearing Zhang Tie’s words, the female first lieutenant immediately revealed a passionate smile, "Well, 

two rooms, we will prepare them for you right away!" 

Before Zhang Tie uttered, Bai Suxian had pulled Zhang Tie’s arm and pushed herself to Zhang Tie’s side 

by pasting her plump breasts onto Zhang Tie’s body. Closely after that, she raised her head and told the 

female first lieutenant, "One is enough." 

The female first lieutenant threw a weird glance at Bai Suxian and Zhang Tie before lowering her eyes, 

"Well, one room. Your room number is 2064. We will keep the room for you all the way until this 

strongpoint leaves Tiewei Mountain. Here are the keys to the room. As for those human knights in this 

strongpoint, we would provide you with free three meals and medical services; additionally, 

entertainment facilities such as knights’ bar would be open to you for free..." 

The female first lieutenant took out two keys from the counter and pushed them in front of them. 

"Thanks!" Zhang Tie took the keys and threw one of them to Bai Suxian before leaving there. 

... 

"Lord, do you like this female first lieutenant?" After leaving the information desk a few footsteps, Bai 

Suxian’s jealous sound had rung into Zhang Tie’s ears in a secret way, which could only be heard by 

Zhang Tie. 

"Shut up!" Zhang Tie glared at Bai Suxian. 

"I’ve seen that. Lord, you’ve gazed at her breasts and legs for a few times with bright eye light!" Bai 

Suxian pouted her petite mouth. 

Zhang Tie directly slapped her butt as he sighed inside that this woman really had a terrifying 

observation ability and intuition. Because of Miss Daina, Zhang Tie had a special taste about females 



since young. At school, Miss Daina always wore short skirts whose lower hem reached her knees or 

tightskin short skirt; plus a pair of black leather shoes and flesh-colored silk stockings, revealing her 

beautiful plump legs. Additionally, she wore a shirt or a female suit, outstanding her plump breasts 

pretty much. At the sight of her, Zhang Tie would desire for ascending and liberating her. 

The female first lieutenant’s dress was similar to that of Miss Daina; therefore, Zhang Tie couldn’t stand 

throwing glances at her; however, he had imagined that his casual movements could be observed by Bai 

Suxian. 

... 

The rooms in the air battle fortress were not large. The double room No. 2064 only covered over 40 

square meters. Besides two beds, two wardrobes and one toilet, there was no surplus furnishings in the 

room. Additionally, these furniture were basically metal supports being fixed onto the metal walls and 

metal floor of the room. There were exposed metal alloy pipelines over the walls and in the 

surroundings of the room, which could maintain the operation of this huge air battle fortress like blood 

vessels of the human body. 

The room was small; however, it was clean and tidy. Everything inside was new. What made Bai Suxian 

excited was that she could take a bath inside. 

Soon after she closed the door, Bai Suxian had started to take off her clothes while twisting her slim 

waist in front of Zhang Tie, "Lord, come on, let this humble lady serve you for a bath!" 

After slapping her butt once more, Zhang Tie closed the door from outside, leaving Bai Suxian in the 

room alone. He then left the room for the knights’ bar in the battle fortress. 

If he wanted to learn about the latest battle situation near Tiewei Mountain, besides the map being 

covered with colorful arrows, the knights’ bar was the best place. Additionally, Zhang Tie wanted to 

inquire about the location of his old friends Gong Ziyao, Zhou Shufan and Filton. Only after figuring out 

these things could Zhang Tie make his further plan. 

He would definitely kill demons here. It would be better if he could kill two earth demon knights. What 

counted most was that he had to prepare for coming back to the earth’s surface. 

As humans were fighting demons on a large scale in Tiewei Mountain, it was a good opportunity for him 

to become well-known and return to the big stage in Taixia Country. From then on, the name Cui Li 

would win the awe of all the humans as human knights here would spread his name all over the human 

world. 

As Elder Muyuan once said——Over the past 5000 years, few people could make a great undertaking 

without becoming well-known! 

When one wanted benefits, he had to be well-known first. His status as an earth knight was the pass to 

access to the top circle in Taixia Country. The one who framed him should be at least a shadow knight 

who had formed his water chakra. If not enter this top circle in Tiaxia Country, how did he fight those 

people who framed him? 

... 



"Cui Li?" A strange voice sounded behind Zhang Tie the moment Zhang Tie wanted to enter the knights’ 

bar after making turns here and there. 

’Someone knows me here?’ 

Zhang Tie turned around and saw a black armored tough guy with whiskers striding towards him with 

two black armored knights on his sides. 

Zhang Tie turned around when the sturdy knight widely opened his eyes and raised his voice instantly, 

"Is that you, Cui LI?’ 

Cui Li’s tower-like figure and bald head were unique signs. Anyone who saw him would have a deep 

impression about him. 

Zhang Tie burst out into laughter, "Hahahaha, who else do you think I am? I’ve not imagined that black-

armored army is really well-informed. Young brother Guanhai, you came here for me very fast." 

After hearing Zhang Tie admitting his status, the two knights on both sides of Wu Guanhai were 

shocked. Closely after that, when they heard Zhang Tie lifting his own seniority by calling Wu Guanhai 

young brother loudly, the two knights revealed a furious look at the same time; one of them turned cold 

and directly put his hand onto the sword handle at his waist... 

Everybody in Taixia Country knew that Black-armored knights were bad-tempered... 

Wu Guanhai also revealed a strange look. He stretched out his hand and stopped the knight who was 

going to move one step forward. After looking at Zhang Tie for a while, he changed his face faintly, 

"Earth knight!" 

"Young brother Guanhai has a good eyesight!" 

After hearing that Zhang Tie was an earth knight, the knight who was going to pull out his sword 

instantly became kind as he moved his hand away from the sword handle and moved one step back. 

In the knights’ world, those who had a greater battle strength and greater learning would be more 

venerable. If an earth knight called a black iron knight young brother regardless of age, he was 

respecting him and showing his kindness instead of lifting his own seniority. 

"Two years ago, Cui Li’s righteousness had been spread over the Lion Fortress. He voluntarily died 

together with the earth demon knight in the hieron ruins for the sake of the lives of the other human 

knights. When I heard that, I admired and pitied you too much. But how could you..." Wu Guanhai 

watched Cui Li with a dubious and amazed look. 

It was already amazing for Cui Li to promote to an earth knight in only 2 years, let alone the dead 

extremely righteous man reappeared in the battle fortress. 

"Haha, it’s a long story. The God didn’t want me to die. Therefore, I got good out of misfortune. As I’ve 

just come to the Tiewei Mountain, young brother Guanhai, how about having a chat inside the bar?" 

Wu Guanhai burst out into laughter, "Nice!" 

The group of 4 then entered the bar... 



In the bar, Zhang Tie briefed his experience in the hieron ruins as what he had told Bai Suxian, namely 

"trump card" and "wonderful experience". After hearing that, Wu Guanhai and the other two human 

knights both clicked the tongue in wonder and didn’t ask him too much about that. After all, it was 

concerned about an earth knight’s top secrets. Now that Zhang Tie didn’t want to say that, they would 

not ask him about the details anymore. They only needed to confirm that this Cui Li was the very one 

they wanted to see. 

Wu Guanhai heard an intelligence from the Black Armor Army——a pair of strange man and woman 

entered this strongpoint. Before entering the strongpoint, the man encountered a patrol team of black 

armor army at the entrance of the air battle fortress and told them that he knew Wu Guanhai. 

Therefore, after accomplishing his task, Wu Guanhai came to confirm whether this Cui Li was disguised 

as a demon knight or not. 

"The battle situation seems to be very urgent. Even human knights’ status should be confirmed." Zhang 

Tie asked Wu Guanhai. 

Wu Guanhai revealed a bitter smile as he looked around the bar, "That shadow demon is already an 

earth knight. It could change into anyone’s look casually. Because of the existence of this shadow 

demon, we’ve already lost two batches of logistics materials and four black iron knights who were 

raided by it. In order to not arouse the panic of knights and cause greater troubles, we only told them 

that it was a shadow demon; instead of revealing its level as an earth demon knight. The shadow demon 

is very tricky. In order to not spare any chance to it, the word of command of our tasks would change 

everyday..." 

Zhang Tie touched his jaw and asked, "Does the shadow demon have any laws in movements?" 

"The shadow demon is very cunning. It almost has no fixed laws of movements. We only know that it 

likes to act in the periphery of the battlefield alone. Sometimes, it would slide into the human knights’ 

squad. The moment it caught an opportunity, it would stab people on their backs and kill them instantly. 

It’s very troublesome. Common black iron knights could not effectively deal with its means at all. 

However, in the earth-elements realm and near the Tiewei Mountain, many black iron knights would like 

to act independently; therefore, it’s very hard to catch this shadow demon as long as it disguises as a 

black iron human knight!" 

"This shadow demon sounds really tricky. Although our strongpoint could be safeguarded, knights who 

act alone on the outside have to take care of themselves!" Zhang Tie also let out a sigh. 

"Yup, an earth knight-level shadow demon is much more troublesome than a common earth demon 

knight!" Wu Guanhai nodded as he continued, "The superiors have delivered a command that anyone 

who could kill this earth knight-level shadow demon would be rewarded with ten cities and 700 miles’ 

land..." 

"Being rewarded with ten cities and 700 miles’ land!" Zhang Tie was shocked by such a great reward, 

which could only be afforded by Taixia Country. 

Although a common shadow demon was not that worthwhile, an earth knight-level shadow demon was 

definitely worthwhile. 



There were very few shadow demons, not to mention earth knight-level shadow demon. Because earth 

knight-level shadow demon would cause a great trouble to humans; therefore, humans should eliminate 

it as soon as possible. 

As such a high reward was offered, brave fellows were bound to come forward. Ten cities and 700 miles’ 

land was definitely an irresistible allure for any human knight. 

Zhang Tie’s heart raced. 700 miles’ land meant over 1 million square kilometers; plus 10 cities. It was 

amazing even if they were just 10 small cities. Cities in Taixia Country would never be bad. It was equal 

to the territory of a prefecture in a lower province of Taixia Country. 

In the battlefield, such a reward was the trump card for inspiring the morale of humans. Even though 

nobody could finally kill that earth knight-level shadow demon, such a reward could at least eliminate 

their fear and pluck up their courage. 

Of course, such a shadow demon was harmful to humans; however, an able superior could turn the bad 

thing into a good thing. Such a reward also required a great charisma. Not everyone could make such an 

amazing decision. Some countries in Waii Subcontinent might not even be as large as this reward. 

A lot of thoughts occurred in Zhang Tie’s mind when he heard about this reward. 

"How’s the battle situation between humans and demons in Tiewei Mountain?" Zhang Tie tossed out 

another question. 

"The frontline is in the center of Tiewei Mountain. A super large earth-element crystals mine was 

discovered over there. It was said that there were over 1 million earth-elements crystals over there. 

Both parties are confronting each other over there. As each party has a heavenly knight, when they fight 

each other, they are organizing their own force to exploit the resource. It depends on who’s faster and 

more powerful; however, neither party has an overwhelming advantage..." 

... 

After chatting with Wu Guanhai 2 hours in the bar, Zhang Tie almost made his plan. Therefore, he 

returned to his room. 

The moment he opened the door, he had seen Bai Suxian. 

Bai Suxian had changed another set of clothes. Instead of wearing the palace dress, she wore a whole 

set of female military uniform with a super short skirt, the lower hem of which had just reached her 

thighs. The snow-white thighs and black high-heeled shoes almost dazzled Zhang Tie. 

The military rank on the uniform was a major general. 

Zhang Tie became dumbfounded. 

Twisting her waist, Bai Suxian walked towards him with a faint fragrance, "Lord, do you like me..." 

... 

 


